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Abstract
Emerging evidence demonstrates heterogeneity in clinical outcomes of prodromal psychosis that only a small percentage of
at-risk individuals eventually progress to full-blown psychosis. To examine the neurobiological underpinnings of this
heterogeneity from a network perspective, we tested whether the early patterns of large-scale brain network topology were
associated with risk of developing clinical psychosis. Task-free functional MRI data were acquired from subjects with At Risk
Mental State (ARMS) for psychosis and healthy controls (HC). All individuals had no history of drug abuse and were not on
antipsychotics. We performed functional connectomics analysis to identify patterns of system-level functional brain
dysconnectivity associated with ARMS individuals with different outcomes. In comparison to HC and ARMS who did not
transition to psychosis at follow-up (ARMS-NT), ARMS individuals who did (ARMS-T) showed marked brain functional
dysconnectivity, characterized by loss of network segregation and disruption of network communities, especially the
salience, default, dorsal attention, sensorimotor and limbic networks (P < 0.05 FWE-corrected, Cohen’s d > 1.00), and was
associated with baseline symptom severity. In contrast, we did not observe connectivity differences between ARMS-NT and
HC individuals. Taken together, these results suggest a possible large-scale functional brain network topology phenotype
related to risk of psychosis transition in ARMS individuals.
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Introduction
The clinical diagnosis of psychosis is preceded by a prodromal
stage in which the individual experiences brief or attenuated
psychotic symptoms and a decline in functioning (Fusar-Poli
et al. 2013). Individuals with At Risk Mental State (ARMS) for
psychosis are identified using psychometric interviews, such as
the Comprehensive Assessment of At-Risk Mental States
(CAARMS) (Yung et al. 2005). While some ARMS individuals
transition to psychosis, most of them do not (Fusar-Poli et al.
2015). Accordingly, spontaneous symptomatic remission occurs
in ARMS individuals. Under the framework of the neurodeve-
lopment hypothesis of schizophrenia, it has been argued that
the individual heterogeneity in inherent brain circuitries preci-
pitates differences in later life outcomes. Identifying the neuro-
biological features that explain the heterogeneous clinical
course in ARMS individuals is important to understand the
pathogenic mechanisms of psychosis and could potentially
lead to better screening assessments for preclinical schizophre-
nia. In particular, early detection of preclinical psychosis offers
the window of opportunity for potential behavioral and phar-
macological intervention to potentially delay or prevent the
progression to severe psychosis (McFarlane et al. 2015).

Several studies have reported cross-sectional and longitudi-
nal differences between the ARMS subgroup that transitions to
psychosis (ARMS-T) and the ARMS subgroup that does not
transition to psychosis (ARMS-NT) with respect to psychomet-
ric measures (Johnstone et al. 2005), gray (Cannon et al. 2015)
and white matter (WM) volumes (Bloemen et al. 2010), dopa-
mine synthesis capacity (Howes et al. 2011) and task-related
neural activities and connectivity (Sabb et al. 2010). Although
these studies identified risk factors linked to the onset of psy-
chosis, many have reported weak to moderate effect sizes.
Antipsychotic medications and substance abuse which have
been shown to affect brain structure and function in psychosis
may have contributed to these weak findings (Liao et al. 2012;
Fusar-Poli et al. 2015).

Our recent work found no reductions in gray matter volume
or cortical thickness between ARMS-T, ARMS-NT and HC indivi-
duals at baseline after excluding these confounders (Klauser
et al. 2015), although this group did show reductions in corticos-
triatal functional connectivity (FC) that mirror those seen in
patients with psychosis (Fornito et al. 2013; Dandash et al. 2014),
suggesting that FC may be a more sensitive marker of early
brain changes in psychosis. While this is consistent with an
emerging consensus that psychosis arises from disrupted com-
munication between distributed neural systems (Fornito et al.
2012), little is known about whether these observed FC abnor-
malities in ARMS individuals were related their clinical out-
comes. Accordingly, resting state functional connectivity, which
is used to analyze statistical dependencies in fluctuations in
functional MRI signals in subjects under task-free conditions
has emerged as a key approach to evaluating large-scale func-
tional networks (Fox and Raichle 2007).

Recent resting FC studies have reported widespread functional
dysconnectivity in psychosis, targeting multiple neural systems
that include the frontal regions, auditory cortex, default mode net-
work (DMN; posterior cingulate cortex, medial prefrontal cortex,
angular gyrus and medial temporal cortex; refer Supplementary
Table 1 for complete list of brain region in the network), thalamo-
cortical circuits and salience network (SN; anterior cingulate
cortex and frontoinsular cortex; Supplementary Table 1)
(Palaniyappan and Liddle 2012; Klingner et al. 2014; van den
Heuvel and Fornito 2014). FC disruptions in psychosis are also
associated with more severe symptoms and more cognitive

impairments (Fornito et al. 2013). While similar observations of
FC disruptions were reported in ARMS individuals (Shim et al.
2010; Dandash et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2016), it is still unclear
whether the abnormalities can be further differentiated
between those who transition into full-blown psychosis and
those who do not. One recent study performed a focused exami-
nation of the thalamocortical circuits and found functional dys-
connectivity between the thalamus and multiple cortical
regions in ARMS-T individuals (Anticevic et al. 2015). Given the
evidence that psychosis targets widely distributed functional
networks (Pettersson-Yeo et al. 2011), it is possible that the FC
disruptions that predict the transition to psychosis in ARMS
individuals involve multiple pathways. Therefore, it is impor-
tant to extend the current literature by adopting a whole-brain
connectome-wide approach in examining FC integrity. To this
end, graph theory has been recently applied in functional con-
nectomics analysis to elucidate the organization of complex
networks at the regional and system levels (Newman 2006;
Bullmore and Sporns 2009). For example, examining the large-
scale functional network organization, we revealed that a
healthy functional network topology predicted regional neural
abnormalities in brain disorders (Zhou et al. 2012). Importantly,
graph theoretical studies have found network abnormalities
such as reduced network communication efficiency, disrupted
local clustering, and altered network architectures in psychosis
(van den Heuvel et al. 2010; Micheloyannis 2012; Lo et al. 2015).

However, whether and how large-scale brain network FC
contributes to the heterogeneous transition risk in ARMS indi-
viduals remains largely unknown. To close this gap, the present
work analyzed the baseline task-free functional MRI data of a
large sample of healthy controls (HC) and ARMS individuals
that were subtyped into ARMS-T and ARMS-NT groups accord-
ing to their follow-up status. All individuals had no history of
illicit substance use and were not on antipsychotic medica-
tions. Rather than adopting a candidate circuits approach, we
conducted whole-brain connectome-wide analyses to examine
FC differences among the 3 groups. Specifically, we investigated
the FC strengths of predefined whole-brain regions and then
applied graph theoretical analysis to examine group differences
in 2 network topology metrics: efficiency, which measures how
easy it is for nodes to exchange information in the network
(Bullmore and Sporns 2009), and the clustering coefficient,
which quantifies the tendency of small subsets of nodes to
interconnect with each other in cliquish groups (Watts and
Strogatz 1998). To understand the extent of FC disruptions on
the system-level network architecture (Newman 2006), we sub-
sequently examined the group differences in network commu-
nity structures. We hypothesized that the heterogeneity in
psychosis outcome would be evidenced by differential disrup-
tions of baseline FC features in the ARMS subgroups compared
with the controls. Specifically, the ARMS-T subjects (but not the
ARMS-NT subjects) would show extensive reductions in effi-
ciency and the clustering coefficient in multiple neural net-
works. Moreover, ARMS-T individuals would exhibit an
aberrant network community structure that deviates from the
organization of the healthy brain. In addition, we expected the
extent of FC disruptions in ARMS-T individuals to be associated
with the baseline symptoms severity.

Methods
Participants

We studied 88 young ARMS individuals and 48 age-, gender-,
and handedness-matched HC participants. The data were
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collected as part of the Longitudinal Youth-at-Risk Study
(2008–2015 in Singapore) (Lee et al. 2013; Klauser et al. 2015).
Participants recruitment follows the criteria as described in the
early work (Wang et al. 2016) (see Supplementary Methods).
Individuals in the ARMS group met the specific criteria of the
CAARMS (Yung et al. 2005) and were excluded from the study if
they had a history of a medical disorder that might cause psy-
chosis, were diagnosed with mental retardation, were taking
antipsychotic medications or had a history of illicit substance.
Ethics approval for this study was provided by the National
Healthcare Group’s Domain-Specific Review Board. Of the 88
ARMS participants, 48 were taking prescription antidepres-
sants, 3 were taking benzodiazepines, and 71 had a comorbid
depressive and/or anxiety disorder. HCs, which had no history
of neuropsychiatric disorders, family history of psychosis in a
first-degree relative, or substance abuse/dependency, were
recruited from the local community. All HCs were ARMS nega-
tive as assessed using the CAARMS. All participants were reim-
bursed for their time.

Clinical Measures and Psychosis Transition in ARMS
Individuals

All participants were followed up longitudinally from 2008 to
the fall of 2015. The CAARMS and PANSS were administered to
the ARMS participants every 12 months until the point of trans-
ition to clinical psychosis. The ARMS subjects were assigned to
1 of 2 groups according to their longitudinal clinical assess-
ment, namely ARMS subjects who transitioned to psychosis
(ARMS-T) during the course of the study and those who did not
transition to psychosis (ARMS-NT), which was determined
using the structured clinical interview for DSM-IV Axis I
Disorders (Lee et al. 2013).

MRI Acquisition and Imaging Processing

The participants underwent 1 neuroimaging session on a 3 T
Siemens Tim Trio system (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a
12-channel head coil. High-resolution T1-weighted images was
acquired using a T1-weighted 3D magnetization-prepared
rapid-acquisition gradient echo sequence (TR/TE = 2300/3ms,
FOV = 256 × 256mm2, matrix size = 256 × 256, voxel size = 1 ×
1 × 1mm3, 192 slices with 1mm slice thickness, slice gap =
0.5mm). A 6-min task-free T2*-weighted fMRI scan was
acquired using a gradient echo-planar imaging sequence (TR/
TE = 2000/30ms, TA = 90°, FOV = 192 × 192mm2, matrix size =
64 × 63, voxel size = 3 × 3 × 3mm3, 36 slices with 3mm slice
thickness, slice gap = 0mm; the participants were instructed to
close their eyes and not fall asleep). The task-free fMRI data
were preprocessed using procedures described in our previous
studies (Wang et al. 2016), including a motion scrubbing that
discarded fMRI volumes with frame displacement > 0.2mm
and variance of temporal derivative of time courses over voxels
>0.3% (Power et al. 2012) (see Supplementary Methods).

Whole-Brain Connectome-Wide FC Strength Analysis

To estimate the whole-brain FC strengths, we extracted the
mean fMRI time course in each of the 144 predefined regions of
interest (ROIs) (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al. 2002; Yeo et al. 2011) over
the entire 6-min task-free scan (see Supplementary Methods).
For each subject, the FC matrix representing the pairwise asso-
ciations between the 144 ROIs was computed using Pearson’s

correlation coefficient. Following Fisher’s z transformation, group
differences in the FC strengths were identified using a 2-sample
t-test with a threshold of P < 0.05 FWE corrected via the
Bonferroni method (same for all FWE results reported in this
work) after controlling for age and gender.

Graph Theoretical Analysis

We performed graph theoretical analysis to compare the net-
work topological properties between the ARMS-T, ARMS-NT,
and HC groups (Bullmore and Sporns 2009). To evaluate net-
work integration and segregation, group differences in 2 graph
theoretical metrics at the global and nodal levels (efficiency
and clustering coefficients, respectively) (Rubinov and Sporns
2010), were evaluated using pairwise 2-sample t-tests thre-
sholded at P < 0.05 FWE-corrected, after controlling for age and
gender (see Supplementary Methods). To derive group-level
network community structures, we performed a 2-stage con-
sensus community detection within each group following the
methods described previously (Lancichinetti and Fortunato
2012) (see Supplementary Methods).

Correlation of FC Disruptions in ARMS-T With
Concurrent Symptom Severity

To assess the relationships between the FC disruptions and
symptom severity at baseline, we correlated network-level nodal
efficiencies with CAARMS total severity score, that is, the sum of
the scores across all the CAARMS subscales, as well as the
PANSS positive, negative and general psychopathology scores
(P < 0.05). The network-level nodal efficiencies were the mean
nodal efficiencies of brain regions in 6 functional networks as
defined in a previous study (Yeo et al. 2011). Only brain regions
that revealed significant group differences between ARMS-NT
individuals and ARMS-T individuals were used.

Results
Participant Characteristics

There were no differences in age, gender, handedness, ethnicity,
and motion parameters (both maximum and mean of absolute
displacement) among the HC, ARMS-NT, and ARMS-T groups
(P < 0.05, Chi-square test and one-way ANOVA for discrete and
continuous variables respectively, Table 1). Of the 88 ARMS sub-
jects, 12 developed frank psychosis over the course of this study.
The median time from the baseline scan to conversion was 11.5
months (mean = 17 ± 13 months). There were no group differ-
ences in medication use at baseline (i.e., antidepressants or ben-
zodiazepines) or depressive or anxious comorbidities and the
baseline symptom severity scores between the ARMS-NT and
ARMS-T groups (P < 0.05, 2-sample t-tests, Table 1).

FC Strengths and Topological Properties at Baseline
Associated With Differential Psychosis Outcomes

The ARMS-T individuals exhibited widespread internetwork
and intranetwork functional connectivity reductions at base-
line compared with the HC (P < 0.05 FWE-corrected, Cohen’s
d > 1.40, Fig. 1 left). The functional connectivity reductions in
the ARMS-T group were mostly along connections that
involved the limbic system, particularly the hippocampus and
amygdala; the posterior/dorsal part of the default mode net-
work involving the precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex;
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the insular region of the salience. A similar pattern of functional
connectivity reductions was observed in the comparison between
the ARMS-T and ARMS-NT groups (P < 0.05 FWE-corrected,

Cohen’s d > 1.26, Fig. 1 right). In contrast, no group differences
were observed between the ARMS-NT and HC.

Compared with the ARMS-NT individuals, the ARMS-T indi-
viduals exhibited reduced global efficiency at baseline (P < 0.05
FWE-corrected, t-stats = 4.45, Cohen’s d = 1.33, Fig. 2 top left).
Further examinations indicated that the global differences
were due to focal reductions of nodal efficiencies in regions
including the insula, central and peripheral visual cortex, pos-
terior parietal cortex and somatosensory and motor cortex (P <
0.05 FWE-corrected, t-stats > 4.42, Cohen’s d > 1.00, Fig. 2 bot-
tom left, Supplementary Table S2). Similarly, the clustering
coefficients were reduced in the ARMS-T group compared with
the ARMS-NT group at both the global level (P < 0.05 FWE-
corrected, t-stats = 4.42, Cohen’s d = 1.29, Fig. 2 top right) and
the nodal level (Supplementary Table S3). Comparisons of the
efficiency and clustering coefficients between the ARMS-T and
HC revealed similar findings at both the global and nodal levels
(Fig. 2 bottom right and Supplementary Tables S4 and S5). In
contrast, there were no topological differences between the
ARMS-NT individuals and the HC. These findings remained
after controlling for the effects of medications, comorbidities
and regional gray matter volumes. To examine if the group dif-
ferences in network topology could be due to gray matter loss,
we repeated the global and nodal group differences analysis
controlling for the whole-brain and regional gray matter vol-
ume, respectively. These results remained largely unchanged
(Supplementary Tables S6 and S7).

Table 1. Characteristics of ultra-high risk individuals who transitioned to psychosis (ARMS-T), those who did not transition (ARMS-NT) and
healthy controls (HC) in task-free fMRI functional connectivity analysis.

HC ARMS-NT ARMS-T Test statistics

(N = 48) (N = 76) (N = 12) Chi-square P

N % N % N %

Male 23 48 50 66 9 75 5.11 0.078
Handedness
Right 42 88 65 86 10 83 0.18 0.916
Left 2 4 5 7 2 17 2.43 0.297
Mixed 4 8 6 8 0 0 0.79 0.673

Ethnicity
Chinese 26 54 53 70 9 75 3.73 0.155
Malay 12 25 16 21 3 25 0.30 0.862
Indian 8 17 5 7 0 0 4.85 0.088
Other 2 4 2 3 0 0 0.54 0.765

Medication – – 43 57 8 67 0.43 0.511
Comorbidity
Depressive – – 58 76 12 100 3.57 0.059
Anxious – – 27 36 5 42 0.17 0.681

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD F tests P

Age (years) 21.5 4.2 21.7 3.6 19.7 3.1 1.45 0.237
Head motion parameters
Mean abs. displacement 0.20 0.12 0.20 0.15 0.22 0.17 0.09 0.914
Max abs. displacement 0.59 0.56 0.56 0.43 0.87 1.03 1.61 0.205

Mean SD Mean SD T tests P

PANSS
Positive score – – 10.8 2.8 11.8 3.3 −1.18 0.242
Negative score – – 12.1 4.1 13.2 3.9 −0.81 0.419
General score – – 25.4 6.7 28.1 8.6 −1.24 0.219

Total CAARMS score – – 24.5 15.6 29.1 13.9 −0.96 0.340

*Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) antidepressants.

F tests and χ2 tests were used to assess group differences in continuous and discrete variables, respectively. T-tests were used to compare differences between the

ARMS-NT and ARMS-T groups.

Figure 1. Reduced functional connectivity strengths at baseline closely predict

the transition to psychosis in ultra-high risk individuals. Left: A similar pattern of

FC reductions in the ARMS-T group was observed compared with healthy con-

trols (HC) (P < 0.05 FWE corrected, Cohen’s d > 1.40). Right: Reduced functional

connectivity (FC) strengths in ultra-high risk individuals who transitioned to psy-

chosis (ARMS-T) compared with those did not transition (ARMS-NT) (P < 0.05

FWE corrected, Cohen’s d > 1.26). No group differences in FC strengths were

identified between the HC and ARMS-NT groups. All analyses controlled for age

and gender. Key: DM = default mode network; Ctr = executive control network;

LB = limbic system; S/VA = salience/ventral attention network; DA = dorsal

attention network; SM = somatosensory and motor network; VS = visual net-

work; TP = temporal parietal network; SC = subcortical regions.
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Altered Functional Network Organization in ARMS-T
But not in ARMS-NT

At the whole-brain level, the network community structures of
the ARMS-NT group were similar to those of the HC (Adjusted
Rand Index (Rand 1971)), a measure of partition similarity =
0.845, Fig. 3 left and middle). The community blocks in both
groups largely agreed with the labeling of networks in the
graph (Yeo et al. 2011) which represents the widely accepted
descriptions of brain functional organization in the literature
on human functional connectomes (Power et al. 2011).

In contrast, the community structure in the ARMS-T group
(Fig. 3 right) displayed a distinct pattern from that of the HC
and ARMS-NT groups, reflecting extensive reorganizations of
the network community structure, as evidenced by a low
Adjusted Rand Index of 0.345 and 0.377, respectively. This

extensive reorganization was characterized by the following.
First, instead of forming one community with the dorsal atten-
tional network (intraparietal sulcus and frontal eye fields;
Supplementary Table S1) in health, the control network merged
with the DMN into one community in ARMS-T. Second, there
were significant breakdowns in the SN community; namely,
part of the SN regions (ventral lateral prefrontal cortex and
inferior parietal lobule) was included in the DMN-control com-
munity, whereas the orbital-frontal part (medial posterior pre-
frontal cortex and ventral prefrontal cortex) of the SN was
incorporated into the community of the striatum. Third, the
visual network extended to the limbic system (including hippo-
campus and amygdala) and part of the dorsal attention net-
work (occipital/temporal cortex, occipital/parietal cortex and
superior parietal lobule).

Figure 2. Reduced topological properties at baseline in ultra-high risk individuals who transitioned to psychosis (ARMS-T) compared with those who did not transition

(ARMS-NT) and healthy controls (U S AHC). Top: Box plots showing the global efficiency coefficient (top left) and global clustering coefficient (top right) among ARMS-

T, ARMS-NT and HC groups (*P < 0.05 FWE corrected). Bottom: brain surface plots indicating regions of reduced nodal efficiency between ARMS-T and ARMS-NT indivi-

duals (bottom left) and between HCs and ARMS-T individuals (bottom right) (P < 0.05 FWE corrected). The findings of subcortical regions are not shown in the surface

plots but are presented in Supplementary Tables S2 and S3. All analyses controlled for age and gender.
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Disruptions in Functional Network Integrity Associated
With Concurrent Symptom Severity

In the SN, the mean nodal efficiency computed over regions
that were reduced in the ARMS-T group was associated with
the baseline PANSS general scores (P < 0.05 FWE-corrected, r2 =
0.666, Fig. 4, top left panel). Similar associations were found (1)
between the mean nodal efficiency of the SN and baseline
PANSS negative/total scores; (2) between the mean nodal effi-
ciency of the dorsal attention and executive control network
(dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
and lateral parietal cortices; Supplementary Table S1) and base-
line PANSS general, negative and total scores; and (3) between
the mean nodal efficiency of visual and somatosensory/motor
network and PANSS negative scores (P < 0.05 uncorrected,
Fig. 4, Supplementary Table S8). In contrast, none of these asso-
ciations were significant in the ARMS-NT group. No associa-
tions were found between nodal efficiencies and PANSS
positive scores in either ARMS-T or ARMS-NT groups.

Discussion
We found no group differences in FC between the ARMS-NT
and HC groups. In contrast, compared with the ARMS-NT and
HC groups, the ARMS-T group had baseline reductions in FC
strengths and topological properties involving multiple specific
large-scale brain networks, including the SN, dorsal attention
network, default mode network, sensorimotor network, and
limbic system. These FC disruptions were not explained by
gray matter volume loss and were associated with the severity
of symptoms in ARMS-T individuals. Collectively, these
regional FC changes in ARMS-T individuals led to the reorga-
nization of network architecture characterized by a loss of

segregation among functionally specialized neural systems as
well as disruptions of network communities. To our knowledge,
this is the first study examining the large-scale functional net-
work architecture in ARMS individuals with no history of illicit
substance use and who were free of antipsychotic medications.
These findings suggest that the degree of brain functional net-
work dysconnectivity could underlie the differences in later life
symptomatic outcomes.

Heterogeneity in the ARMS Group and Its
Neurobiological Basis

Is the ARMS state a single pathological condition preceding
clinical psychosis, or is it a mixture of distinct pathological
states? Our findings revealed that pronounced heterogeneity
within the ARMS population in terms of the connectivity
strength and organization of brain functional networks, thus
supporting the latter hypothesis. Whereas FC integrity in the
ARMS-T group was markedly disrupted compared with that of
the HC group, these changes were absent in the ARMS-NT
group. Neuroimaging features that demarcate the ARMS-T sub-
group from other ARMS individuals could be the neurobiological
mechanisms explaining the heterogeneity in the ARMS cohort.
The present study has 2 implications in the field of prodromal
psychosis. First, the current selection criteria for at-risk indivi-
duals, such as the CAARMS, are based on psychometric assess-
ment alone. In practice, the performances of these screening
methods could be compromised due to issues such as the diffi-
culty of detecting subthreshold and nonspecific signs of prodro-
mal psychosis that may also share overlapping symptoms with
other psychiatric conditions. The inclusion of objective biologi-
cal measurements, such as the imaging connectomics described
in this work, could help stratify psychosis risk and improve the

Figure 3. Altered network architecture in ultra-high risk individuals who transitioned to psychosis (ARMS-T). Top: consensus matrices showing community structures

in each of the 3 groups (HC, ARMS-NT and ARMS-T). The edges connecting nodes in the same community are highlighted using the same color. Bottom: anatomical

locations of detected communities. The same color themes were applied as in the corresponding consensus matrices above. Key: DM = default mode network, Ctr =

executive control network, LB = limbic system, S/VA = salience/ventral attention network, DA = dorsal attention network, SM = somatosensory and motor network,

VS = visual network, TP = temporal parietal network, SC = subcortical regions.
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performance of screening protocols. Second, the lack of group
differences between the ARMS-NT and HC groups highlights the
importance of the conversion status in studies of individuals at-
risk for psychosis. Cross-sectional studies examining ARMS
individuals as a single group may result in missing important
brain structural and functional changes that are exclusive in
AMRS-T individuals. Thus, interpretations of the findings from
the ARMS group should consider their follow-up status.

Network Topology Disruptions in ARMS-T Targeting
Multiple Networks

In this study, the analysis of nodal efficiency revealed localized
FC disruptions associated with the onset of psychosis in ARMS
individuals in regions corresponding to the bilateral insular
cortex, the posterior part of the dorsal attention network, the

sensorimotor network including the auditory cortex, the hippo-
campus, and the limbic system. The involvement of these func-
tional networks in psychosis has been highlighted in previous
studies. For example, the insula is regarded as the hub of the
proximal SN, which is a critical neural system involved in the
detection and processing of salient information (Menon and
Uddin 2010). Aberrant insular connectivity of the proximal SN
has been found in psychotic patients (Zhou et al. 2007) and is
hypothesized to be a neural mechanism that leads to psychotic
symptoms (Palaniyappan et al. 2013). In addition to studies
reporting a similar pattern of insular dysconnectivity in prodro-
mal psychosis (Dandash et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2016), the pres-
ent work showed that these changes are directly associated to
psychosis transition. The findings from our study also parallel
those of a recent FC analysis which reported reduced within-
and between-network connectivity involving somatosensory

Figure 4. Functional connectivity disruptions correlate with symptom severity. Clinical severity as evaluated by PANSS negative and general scores was negatively

associated with the mean nodal efficiency of the salience/ventral attention network and dorsal attention network in individuals identified as ultra-high risk who tran-

sitioned to psychosis (ARMS-T) (P < 0.05). Only regions that indicated group differences between ARMS-T individuals and ARMS-NT individuals were used in the

analysis.
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and motor regions in childhood-onset schizophrenia (Berman
et al. 2016). Similarly, the involvement of other systems in the
association cortices corresponds to the observation that psy-
chosis affects multiple cognitive domains (Dickinson et al.
2004). These phenotypic abnormalities may be related to the
dysconnectivity of the corresponding functionally specialized
networks and the interactions among these systems
(Pettersson-Yeo et al. 2011; van den Heuvel and Fornito 2014).

Because the FC disruptions were observed across multiple
brain networks and involved both internetwork and intranetwork
functional connections, it is not surprising that the network com-
munity structures in ARMS-T individuals were markedly different
from the expected patterns of functional organization in the
healthy brain. The network reorganizations in the ARMS-T group
are characterized by both the disintegration of specific network
communities and the loss of segregation among functional sys-
tems. Specifically, our findings suggest that part of the SN, nota-
bly the regions in the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), loses its
association with other parts of the SN and develops connections
to the striatum, forming one community. Increased dopaminergic
transmission in striatum is one the most robust pathophysiologi-
cal features in psychosis and is closely coupled to the abnormal
prefrontal activity that underlies cognitive impairments in the
ARMS individuals (Fusar-Poli et al. 2010). To understand the bio-
chemical basis of the present result, dopamine-sensitive neuro-
imaging imaging techniques (Elsinga et al. 2006; Egerton et al.
2013) could be used to examine whether the increased association
between the striatum and the frontal regions were related to ele-
vated dopamine synthesis and transmission in the striatum
(Howes et al. 2009, 2011). Furthermore, the brain regions in ARMS-
T individuals that formed the backbone of the DMN (Greicius
et al. 2003) no longer stand as an independent community but
merge with several prefrontal regions corresponding to the execu-
tive control network (Seeley et al. 2007). The loss of segregation
between the DMN and task-positive networks is a prominent fea-
ture of neuropsychiatric disorders (Manoliu et al. 2014; Wotruba
et al. 2014). This is consistent with findings of task-related hyper-
activity and hyperconnectivity of the DMN (Whitfield-Gabrieli
et al. 2009) accompanied by hypoactivity in regions of task-
positive networks (Pomarol-Clotet et al. 2008). Abnormal connec-
tivity between cortical regions and subcortical structures, such as
the thalamus, has been highlighted in several studies as the key
feature of brain dysconnectivity in psychosis (Klingner et al. 2014)
and has been used as the biomarker to predict psychosis trans-
ition in ARMS individuals (Anticevic et al. 2015). In the present
study, we found significantly reduced nodal efficiency in a thala-
mus cluster among ARMS-T individuals compared with HCs. A
similar trend in the same regions, despite not surviving multiple
comparison corrections, was observed in the comparison
between the ARMS-T and ARMS-NT groups. In addition, the thal-
amus, hippocampus, and amygdala revealed a widespread reduc-
tion in the nodal clustering coefficient in ARMS-T individuals
compared with both the HC and ARMS-NT individuals
(Supplementary Tables S3 and S5). Many of these regions are part
of the limbic system, which consists of important neural sub-
strates that regulate emotions and has been implicated in the
pathophysiology of psychosis.

Functional Dysconnectivity Associated With Baseline
Symptom Severity and Later Psychosis Risk in ARMS
Individuals

In line with previous studies reporting FC changes predate the
onset of frank psychotic symptoms (Wang et al. 2016), we

identified key FC topological changes at baseline in ARMS-T
individuals that were absent in ARMS-NT individuals. Despite
the limited sample size of the ARMS-T subgroup, the effect
sizes of these findings were remarkable. Therefore, in addition
to the many risk factors that have been studied to predict the
onset of psychosis (Cannon et al. 2016), the present study sug-
gests that further developed, neurobiological features extracted
from functional imaging connectomics could also shed light on
the disease progression in prodromal psychosis. Moreover, it is
not likely that our findings were confounded by substance use
or antipsychotic medications, and the results remained the
same after controlling for the effects of medications and/or
comorbidities. The patterns of FC disruptions were consistent
with the multidimensional nature of psychosis that affects sev-
eral psychocognitive domains. Importantly, the extent of net-
work disruptions was correlated with symptom severity scores
in the ARMS-T subgroup specifically, suggesting these FC
abnormalities could be related to the symptomatology of pro-
dromal psychosis.

Limitations and Conclusion

An unavoidable consequence of multiregion whole-brain func-
tional connectivity analyses is the issue of multiple compari-
sons. To minimize false positives, we performed Bonferroni
corrections to control for the multiple comparisons using the
total number of pairwise connections or brain regions. More
importantly, we performed graph theoretical analyses from
connection to node and to the global structure. This approach
progressively reduces the dimensionality of the analysis and
allows us to systematically determine if the patterns of net-
work disruptions are preserved across all levels. Secondly, the
findings of functional dysconnectivity in ARMS-T individuals
should be interpreted with caution because of the limited sam-
ple size. This is a common issue in most single-site ARMS stud-
ies that have investigated the transition to psychosis among
ARMS individuals. The challenges in recruiting subjects from
the community and completing clinical follow-ups combined
with the apparent declining transition rate in recent studies
mean that a large number of ARMS participants must be
recruited at baseline to produce an adequate number of ARMS-
T subjects after years of follow-up. Further validations using
large longitudinal samples via a multisite collaborative study,
particularly correlating baseline neuroimaging features and
changes in behavioral measures before and after psychosis
transition (Hengartner et al. 2017), are needed. Also, the lack of
group difference between ARMS-NT and HC individuals could
be partly due to the group heterogeneity. Future studies exam-
ining ARMS-NT subgroups might be able to identify phenotype
specific connectivity abnormalities. Technically, fMRI signal
loss and distortion is a potential issue in brain regions near air–
tissue interface (Ojemann et al. 1997) and could be minimized
by MR methods such as field map correction in future studies.
Similarly, movement-related artifacts and physiological noise
in fMRI dataset could be further corrected by implementing
advanced fMRI preprocessing techniques (Caballero-Gaudes
and Reynolds 2017).

Taken together, the results of this study showed that func-
tional dysconnectivity was associated with variable outcomes
in at-risk individuals and could be an important component of
the underlying neural mechanism of psychosis. The characteri-
zation of brain dysconnectivity in psychosis using neuroimag-
ing connectomics could potentially advance the assessment of
preclinical psychosis.
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